Program Overview
Introduction

This guide examines the foundations and instructional model of the
myWorld History program. It explores resources available to help
students connect, experience, and understand their world as they
transfer their learning beyond the classroom.

Program
Foundations

The goal of myWorld History is to help students become engaged 21st
century citizens and skilled 21st century learners. myWorld History
gives teachers comprehensive support that aligns to the way they like
to teach. Teach myWorld History from a narrative, digital, activitybased, or blended approach.

Student
Editions

The program provides a choice of two different curriculums to fit the
academic needs of each classroom. These curriculums, Survey and
Early Ages, help students expand their understanding of the world and
its history.

The student edition, Student Journal, hands-on activities, and virtual
travel assignments are all tied together through the Understanding by
Design® framework’s (the UbD™ framework) Essential Questions. All of
these resources help students connect to, experience, and understand
their world.

Teacher
ProGuide

Teachers are provided with a ProGuide, which uses a unique unitby-unit approach. It combines the Teacher’s Edition with a program
overview, professional development, UbD™ framework lesson plans,
teaching resources for every lesson, differentiated instruction, and
standards correlations. For more information about the ProGuide,
please watch the tutorial on this Web site.

*UNDERSTANDING BY DESIGN® and UbD™ are trademarks of ASCD, and are used under
license.
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Instructional
Model

myWorld History is designed to provide students with historical
experiences they will remember for a lifetime. The instructional model
of myWorld History incorporates the UbD™ methodology, developed by
program consultant Grant Wiggins. The goal of the UbD™ framework is
enduring understanding and transfer of learning. In myWorld History,
the carefully constructed Essential Questions guide learning through all
of the print, hands-on, and digital learning experiences. Experiencing
lessons built using the backward design process, students explore
concepts, build knowledge, and transfer ideas throughout their lessons
and beyond into the real world.

The UbD™ framework begins with this goal: enduring understandings.
Every activity is planned with this goal in mind. The discrete knowledge
and skills students learn should help lead them to this enduring
understanding. The Essential Question provides a larger framework
to guide and help students understand the Big Ideas in each chapter.
The Essential Questions also guide learning through reading, hands-on
activities, digital learning experiences, and assessments.
Through their journey, students will connect, experience, and
understand the content in the program so they can transfer their
knowledge to the real world.

Connect

myStory
Videos

By making personal connections to the people, places, and events
they learn about in myWorld History, students develop a deeper
understanding of the content. myWorld videos, Essential Questions,
and myWorld Connections help students connect to their world.
The myStory video collection provides engaging stories from some of
the most compelling and eventful times in the history of our world.
Each story helps students develop an awareness of and connect to a
historical figure. For each myStory, there is a corresponding activity in
the Student Journal.
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Essential
Questions

Each chapter begins with an Essential Question that frames the
lesson and helps students unlock the answer using the stories, digital
activities, interactive games, Student Journal, and hands-on projects.
The Essential Questions help students connect to and experience the
content and gain transferable knowledge that they can use in their
world.

myWorld
Connections

Another way that myWorld History connects with students is through
myWorld Connections. This feature makes learning relevant by
connecting the main ideas of the chapter to something similar in
their own region of the world. For customized curriculum, myWorld
Connections will connect information to a specific state.

Closer Look

Closer Look is another feature that connects students with content.
This feature offers a lens through which students view content in
greater detail. Each Closer Look ends with a Think Critically question.
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Experience

myWorld History connects content for students, and they experience
their world through myWorld History. Students will travel through
time and across the globe using the core student components, online
resources on myworldhistory.com, and project-based activities.

Online Digital
Component

myworldhistory.com, the online digital component, provides students
with interactive online support for the entire program. Such online
features as the Timeline and the Simulation provide multiple modes for
accessing information and learning.

Students also have the opportunity to complete a project based on
the Essential Question using a feature called On Assignment. On
Assignment allows students to take a virtual and interactive trip
through history as they gather information to complete the project.
They watch animated graphic novels and work through simulations.
They also analyze maps, data, timelines, and primary sources.
The 21st Century Skills Tutor is a stand-alone, thirty-six-lesson
course designed for use with middle school programs. Each lesson
corresponds with a specific skill that students can connect with,
experience, and understand.

Activity-Based Activity-based learning inspires students to experience the content
Learning
they are studying. It helps them develop confidence and self-direction.
Students demonstrate their enduring understandings at the chapter
level by completing the myWorld Chapter Activity that is detailed
in the ProGuide, and using the Activity Cards. The Student Journal,
myworldhistory.com, the Essential Question Posters, and myWorld
History Wall Maps also allow students to take an active role in their
own learning.
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Understand

Students connect and experience through myWorld History. myWorld
History provides opportunities throughout the program for students to
understand what they are learning. Students transfer their knowledge
to new learning situations both inside and outside of the classroom.
The Student Journal, the Online Project Builder, TakingITGlobal, and
SuccessTracker allow teachers to assess students’ understanding of
their world.

Student
Journal

The Student Journal helps students
document their journey through myWorld
History.
The Essential Questions from the chapter
set up the Student Journal to help
students reflect, interact, and write about
their experiences as they explore the
Essential Question. The Student Journal
provides prereading exercises using
the Essential Question. It also provides
graphic organizers, chapter support,
and a writing exercise to help students
demonstrate enduring understanding and
transfer their learning to their world.

Online Project
Builder

At the end of the students’ virtual travel on myworldhistory.com, they
will arrive at the Project Builder page. This is a storage area for the
information students collected in their travels. It allows students to
reflect and organize their thoughts about the Essential Questions.
Then, they can decide whether to develop their own online article or
slideshow.
The students travel through history and the world to learn the
content, and acquire and reinforce history skills they will need. They
transfer the knowledge they have gained by delivering personalized
presentations on their travels. These activities provide 21st century
learning experiences for students.
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TakingITGlobal The myWorld programs are partnering with TakingITGlobal. This online
community connects students and classrooms to find inspiration,
access information, get involved, and take action in their local and
global communities. This tool provides yet another opportunity for
students to transfer their learning through real-world experiences.

SuccessTracker SuccessTracker is an online, formative assessment and remediation

management system. Students complete myWorld History online
assessments and are provided with instant feedback and remediation
in areas of weakness. Teachers also receive feedback on test results
that will help them evaluate the progress students are making in their
classes.

Review

This guide examined the program foundations and instructional model
of myWorld History, as well as the UbD™ framework. It explored some
of the resources available in myWorld History that will help students
connect, experience, and understand their world as they transfer their
learning beyond the classroom.
For more information, please watch the other myWorld History tutorials
on this Web site.
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